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H UN G ARIAN S TATE OPERA ORCHES TRA
O PE R A

ADVENTURERS WELCOME
Dear Teachers and Students,
The Hungarian State Opera means everything to us and hopefully it means a lot to you as
well – and it stands for a lot of things.
It stands for opera and ballet but from time to time it also stands for chamber opera, grand
operetta composed with operatic characteristics, and Singspiel.
It stands for end points: not only for the long 19th century but the baroque and the
contemporary era.
It stands for Hungarian composers and works written by geniuses above nations.
It stands for story-telling picture books and productions showing eternal truths
transported into our present or a suspected future.
It stands for the tragedy or the laughing joy of a few characters and it can stand for the
stage presence of a hundred and fifty artists.
It stands for authentic performances faithful to the original score and it stands for
reworked pieces in the name of congeniality.
It stands for landmarks in Hungarian history and other cultures.
It stands for reality, the truth of the real world but it can take us to the world of fantasy.
It stands for deliberately abridged operas with omissions but a long piece operating with
the length of time can also be an opera.
It can stand for colourful and grey, or simply white performances: it stands for
Gesamtkunstwerk.
Opera uses everything, it affects all senses. Opera is music and movement, singing and
spoken words, poetry and prose, ballet and dance, acting and pantomime, solos and
ensembles, merry and sad, profane and sacred, fine and applied arts, stage technology
and lighting magic. Plus video art and architecture, it is circus even and sport. For this
reason, as many of its faces should be learnt as possible but at least a few.
Opera is not Bánk Bán or The Nutcracker only, it is not a demonstrative tool, or a must.
In fact, the Opera is not a Bánk Bán or a Nutcracker factory! Opera is a much greater
adventure. It is a theatre of all theatres, the most complex, kaleidoscope-like adventure
of all humankind that began 400 years ago. The treasures collected by our predecessors
should not be missed out on.
Come one, come all you adventurers.

Szilveszter Ókovács
general director
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Erkel: Hunyadi László – OperAdventure 1 (spring 2013)
The first production to begin the OperAdventure proved it immediately how one of the
greatest national pieces can be presented in a way to show its timelessness. A tragedy
half a millennium old: despite the execution of the innocent, ever-loyal László Hunyadi
his younger brother can become the greatest and last of the Hungarian kings a few years
later. Just like at that time it is hard to know now what fatal objects are hidden in the
suitcases of the figures hovering around the stage constantly swapping them. A crown, a
hatchet, a forged letter, a signet ring, keys – the ways of destiny are unfathomable, their
relationships are revealed only later. The production directed by Gábor Szűcs was seen by
32,000 secondary-school students and teachers at the Erkel Theatre in May and June 2013.

Kodály: Háry János – OperAdventure 2 (autumn 2013)
The story of the veteran hussar is a series of adventures: reality mixes with dreams or folk
desires. On the rustic, stylized revolving stage, many “hits” of 20th century Hungarian
music were performed. The production included outstanding artists of the Hungarian
National Dance Ensemble who performed among others, recruit dances. It would have
been difficult to say farewell to the Hungarian repertoire. Therefore, we announced a
competition for school groups to sing and dance in their own videos. Attila Vidnyánszky’s
Háry János that had first been produced in Debrecen

Mozart: Der Schauspieldirektor /
Vajda: Mario and the Magician
– OperAdventure 3 (spring 2014)
This adventure was a performance of counterpoints with real excitement. Mozart
composed a handful of brilliant melodies as incidental music that we presented in their
original forms. Yet instead of keeping the old, sluggish comedy, popular humourist
Gergely Litkai had penned a fresh, lively play. Then, after the interval a very different
scene… The modern classic by Hungarian composer János Vajda is the most frequently
played contemporary in Hungary. Its basis is also a compulsory reading. The opera version
of Thomas Mann’s novella was transformed into a Hollywood setting by director Péter
Galambos. In his vision, the magician is a preacher, a cult leader, a self-proclaimed
messiah. The premiere of the piece marked the reopening of the Erkel Theatre in November
2013, and thousands of students could see it again half a year later.

Donizetti: L’elisir d’amore – OperAdventure 4 (autumn 2014)
A classic comic opera in a classic production featuring several young and outstanding
talents. It is a funny love story about a shy boy with a good heart who, if he doesn’t act
soon, might lose the love of his life. The opera was written in Italian by Donizetti, the
grand master of bel canto. Now I was performed in Hungarian in the OperAdventure series.
In this humorous story taking place in an Italian village all the aspects of a classic opera
performance can be witnessed: the world might be changing and there might braver
solutions on opera stages, there have always been and will be traditional approaches. We
offered one by Sándor Palcsó to the students in autumn 2014.
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Mozart: Die Entführung aus dem Serail
– OperAdventure 5 (spring 2015)
Mozart again but this time we presented a Singspiel: an Oriental adventure awaited
students. The term Singspiel stands for a music drama in which the arias and duets are
connected by spoken dialogue – in Hungarian, of course. An exotic story about two
European couples imprisoned in the court of the Pasha, and although they keep trying
to flee, Osmin constantly stands in their way. Before the plot could turn tragic, there is a
happy ending to this extremely funny piece that also carries some sorrow. Csaba Káel’s
production featured Turkish set and costumes as well as several young singers again – plus
one of the greatest Mozartian hits about hanging the unfortunate lovers. This successful
production has been on the repertoire for over a decade; a couple of years ago it was even
performed at opera house of Oman. The seraglio awaited students in 2015.

Partners:
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Bernstein: West Side Story – OperAdventure 6 (autumn 2015)
Probably the most successful adaptation of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet that conquers
musical theatres. However, the composer made its only recording with classical musicians
and opera singers. The Erkel Theatre offered a spectacular and gripping production
featuring the orchestra and a younger generation of most talented singers without
compromises. We promised students this unmissable event in autumn 2015.

Mozart: Die Zauberflöte – OperAdventure 7 (spring 2016)
A mystical masterpiece seemingly light and complicated at the same time can simply be
not get tired of: it is well-loved by children and adults alike. Miklós Szinetár’s production
premiered in April 2014 with houses sold out a month earlier. The performance is
characterized by elements of fairy-tales and Freemasonry, the spectacle is dominated by 3D
projections. Two years later it was taken up into the OperAdventure series.

Puccini: La bohème 2.0 – OperAdventure 8 (autumn 2016)
A heart-gripping tale of young, penniless artists with a timeless message. Our aim by
putting this production on stage was to bring Puccini’s most popular piece closer to the
reality of our time. Its power, the possibility of catharsis had to be experienced by the
young audience of the OperAdventure in Damiano Michieletto’s production.

Erkel: Bánk Bán – OperAdventure 9 (spring 2017)
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The OperAdventure series had to include another patriotic opera by Ferenc Erkel. Students
could recognize morals of a story 800 years old while listening to the most beautiful
melodies performed by the most expert artists. The ninth instalment of the series took part
during the HungarianFest of the Opera dedicated to Hungarian composers. The Bánk Bán
series also saw the 200,000th student of the OperAdventure.

Mozart: Figaro 2.0 – OperAdventure 10 (autumn 2017)
The revised version of Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro, conceived by opera singer and stage
director András Hábetler, toured around the country in the previous seasons as part of the
Opera on Wheels series, and finally, the successful traveling series has arrived on the stage
of the Erkel Theatre. Its heroes are not indomitable heroes or demigods, but rather a count,
a countess, a lady’s maid, a valet and a gardener... It is a cathartic experience to recognise
ourselves in a creative work – and this production shows us that this is something that is
indeed possible on the opera stage.

Total Dance – OperAdventure 11 / Ballet Adventure 1 (spring 2018)
Johan Inger: Walking Mad
Jiří Kylián: Petite mort
Jiří Kylián: Six Dances
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One night, two choreographers, three choreographies: Total Dance. For the first-ever
Ballet Adventure, the Hungarian National Ballet has picked out three popular pieces
from its wide-ranging modern repertoire. In Johan Inger’s Walking Mad the minimalist
space takes newer and newer shapes for the ever-intensifying music, and newer and
newer characters appear in it, in more and more mad situations and states. The symbolic
image in Jiří Kylián’s Petite mort presents a world where aggression, sexuality, silence,
music, vulnerability, interdependence and eternal human beauty exist together in their
own sense of poetry. In Six Dances, the Mozartian playfulness and absurd reality are
transplanted into the language of movement.

COMING SOON…
Kodály: Háry János – OperAdventure 12 (spring 2019)
The OperAdventure, the greatest theatrical-educational programme in Hungary reaches
its seventh season in the 2018/19 season. Due to the closure and reconstruction of the
Opera House, only the spring term awaits schoolchildren at the Erkel Theatre. By then,
the OperAdventure will have come full circle: many of the young audiences who saw our
productions in 2013 when the series began will have graduated. It is time to make way for
new students to experience Kodály’s Háry János.
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